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FAQ sheet:  

Watch My Hands! Using American Sign 

Language in Music Therapy  

By Shelley Anderson, MT-BC 

 
 

Q: Do we need to always use our right hand to sign? 

A: No, you use whatever hand is your dominant. If it is a 2 

hand sign use your dominant hand for the part that moves 

and your non-dominant as a supporting hand.  Once you 

choose left or right stick to that.  

 

Q: Does the number of times you do the motion relevant? 

A: Not usually.  

 

Q:For "I," does the thumb need to be in front, or can it be in a similar position to "A"? 

A: Signers preference. Just stick to whichever you choose 

 

Q: Is P to the side or down like Q ? I have always seen P pointing down 

A: Pointing down. The graphic in the presentation shows more to the side but it should be down.  

 

Q: Any reason why red is not the sign for the letter "r" when many of the other colors are 

represented by the letter they begin with? 

A: Not that I am aware of, that was just how the language was created.  

 

Q: Do you raise or lower your eyebrows for questions in signing? 

A: You should raise your eyebrows for yes no questions.  

 

Q: Why is counting on your fingers different in ASL? 

A: It is because it is a full Language just like Spanish is different from English.  

 

Q: Are the different ways to count kind of like vernacular and regional depending on 

where you might be? 

A: 1-10 should be the same. 11-19 may change based on the signer. I am unsure if it is a 

regional thing or based on signer preference.  

 

Q: When using the bouncing method, how do you distinguish that? I leaners that 

bouncing your two/three is actually twenty two and thirty three? 

A: Yes it is 22 and 33, I may do a more in depth segment on numbers because there are a 

couple different ways you can sign 11-19.  

 

Q: What is the difference in sign between angry and mad? 
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A: I use them as the same sign because I use them interchangeably when talking about 

emotions. Upon further research, anger can be signed by “claw" hands and placing your 

fingertips against your stomach. Pull both hands forcefully up and outward 

 

Q: Is there a rotation on the "sometimes?" 

A: Yes, I rotate towards my body 

 

Q: How do you sign tired? 

A: Hands just above the arm pits, then slouch your hands and body inward as if collapsing from 

being so tired 

 

Q: What would the facial expression of sometimes be? 

A: Depends on the context 

 

Q: Have you been prompting your clients to not touch their face when they sign because 

of COVID19? 

A: Each client must “soap in” to each session and was provided hand sanitizer if they coughed 

or sneezed. You do not have to touch your face for signs if you do not wish.  

 

Q: Can wait also be wiggling fingers on your chin, or is that a “baby sign” 

A: That is likely a baby Sign. I do not recommend the Baby Sign Language website as some of 

the signs are not true ASl. They have been preadapted for babies.   

 

Q: If you signing with someone who's Deaf, would you sign "listen" or "watch"? 

A: Depends on what you want them to do, if its pay attention to what you are saying you could 

say listen, if you want them to watch a screen there is a sign for that, or watch someone there is 

a different sign for that (each is outlined in the video when this question is answered as well) 

 

Q: Can you teach us set, to do ready set go 

A: I would use “ready go” as the set is just another word for waiting. Here is a link to how some 

sign it: https://www.handspeak.com/word/search/index.php?id=7460 

 

Q: Have you ever seen go as a g and then rotating it almost like you are turning a door 

knob? That's how I was originally taught go 

A: I have not, that looks very close to “step” in step sister 

 

Q: Do you have the song as a resource? 

A: The Feeling Song, and Danile Tiger's Stop and Listen are on YouTube. Stop and Go and 

Welcome To School are both Signing Time Songs.  

a. Schools closed FaceBook link: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/353969121289000/permalink/3117256301626

921/ 
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Q: Have you noticed regionally that there is some variation in hand orientation and 

movement for some signs, such as wait and stay? 

A: Not specifically for those but yes there are different dialects in ASL. Just as we have slang, 

so do they.  

Q: Have nonbinary signs been developed? 

A: I am not well versed in this area to give a definitive answer.  

 

Q: Are there signs for just "parent" or "sibling"? 

A: Parent is moving from Dad to mom, sibling is from brother to sister 

 

Q: Does candy look similar to fruit? 

A: Yes candy is with one finger pointed to the corner of the mouth 

 

Q: Is play as in play an instrument/shaker the same as play as in play a sport? 

A: yes 

 

Q: If you are trying to sign to a person from the Deaf community and you don't know the 

sign, is it ok to write something down? Vs talking and being offensive 

A: Just as we expect people who speak other languages to try English they will most likely want 

you to try ASL to the best of your ability first. Try finger spelling the word you want to sign, or 

asking “how sign_______(fingerspell word) 

 

Q: Do you do simple signing commands with your music therapy? 

A: yes 

 

Q: How do you address signs that could be limited for those with trouble with 

finger/hand shapes 

A: I always sign the correct version of the sign. If they adapt it while trying the correct sign to the 

best of their ability that's fine but please do not preadapt signs. By preadapting sings you may 

actually be singing an entirely different word without knowing it.  

 

Q: Is there a good resource book out there for music therapists as a basic ASL text? 

A: Not that I have seen specifically for ASL. In my ASL classes we used Signing Naturally as the 

curriculum.  

b. It was because I could not find a good resource for categories of signs, without 

looking up each individual sign, that I created Sign Sheets. These can be found 

on my website. New categories are being made frequently.  

c. Recommendations by others: We Can Sign!: An Essential Illustrated Guide to 

American Sign Language for Kids by Tara Adams,  "The joy of signing" by Lottie 

L Riekehof.  

 

Q: What are some basic medical signs? 

A: I would love to provide a sheet for these! Please email me: Shelley@notes2liveby.com and 

let me know what signs would be helpful!  

mailto:Shelley@notes2liveby.com
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Q: How do you memorize signs effectively? slow and steady and lots of practice? 

A:  Yes! Having a cheat sheet nearby helps as you learn. It is a use it or lose it language so 

keep up the practicing. The  more you use it the more comfortable you will be.  

 

Q: Do you sing along with the recording or just allow the recording to play while you 

sign? 

A: While learning/ teaching new signs only sing the words you are singing to avoid confusion or 

pairing the wrong word to a sign.  

 

Q: Is welcome the same for "your are welcome"? 

A: Yes but add “your” (hand straight out with fingers pointed up, palm away from you)  

 

Q: I have a little one that does hand over hand on my hands for "More"---Sheila I have 

one that does that too! He'll manipulate my hands to make the signs. 

A: I had a little one who did that with me as well. I am unsure why they do this. I would stop and 

look at her each time she did to know that her touching me meant something. She would usually 

look back at me then put her hands down, then I continued.  

 

Q: One parent was told that signing is counterproductive---How do you delicately 

disagree? 

A: I tell them nicely but with emphasis that they information they received was wrong. I provide 

them with current research proving why signing can actually increase speech production.  

 

Q: If the child starts to accurately pronounce the word, do you stop practicing/using the 

sign with him/her? 

A: Not immediately. Make sure they still understand the meaning of the word when speaking it. 

Then keep the sign around for a bit longer before tapering it off. This allows them to fall back on 

the sign if needed and continue to pair the English word with the signed word they have been 

using.  

 

Q: Do you have some current research that you can make available?  

A: Yes I will be making a post about it. It will likely go out in an email to my subscribers list. You 

can subscribe at www.notes2liveby.com 

 

Q: What is your social media handle? 

A: Notes 2 Live By- facebook and Instagram 

 

Q: Do you have days of the week/ months/ weather at a reduced rate for MT’s?  

A: I currently do not have any sales going on at the moment. I do plan to have those Sign Sheet 

categories out soon and they will be available on my website.  
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